We propose an efficient method for the generation of ultrabroadband supercontinuum spectra and isolated ultrashort attosecond laser pulses from He atoms with two-color midinfrared laser fields. High-order harmonic generation (HHG) is obtained by solving the time-dependent Schrödinger equation accurately by means of the time-dependent generalized pseudospectral method. We found that the optimizing two-color midinfrared laser pulse allows the HHG cutoff to be significantly extended, leading to the production of an ultrabroadband supercontinuum. As a result, an isolated 18-attosecond pulse can be generated directly by the superposition of the supercontinuum harmonics. To facilitate the exploration of the ultrashort attosecond generation mechanisms, we perform both a semiclassical simulation and a wavelet time-frequency transform.
I. INTRODUCTION
The study of the generation of isolated and shorter attosecond (as) laser pulses has been a subject of much interest in ultrafast science and technology in the past decade [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] . Currently, the production of an isolated attosecond pulse by means of the superposition of a broadband supercontinuum in high-order harmonic generation (HHG) is one of the most promising routes. In this paper, we propose a method for the efficient generation of an ultrabroadband supercontinuum and an isolated ultrashort attosecond laser pulse by means of the optimization of two-color midinfrared (IR) laser pulses.
The HHG spectrum is characterized by a rapid drop at low orders followed by a broad plateau where all the harmonics have a similar amplitude, and finally a sharp cutoff beyond which no further harmonic emission is seen. The essence of the HHG process can be described by the semiclassical three-step model [6, 7] . It is found that the cutoff occurs approximately at the energy I p + 3.17U p , where I p is the atomic ionization potential and U p is the ponderomotive potential. For the generation of the broadband supercontinuum harmonic spectra and an ultrashort isolated attosecond pulse, several techniques have been proposed, including the availability of a few-cycle laser pulse [8, 9] , double optical gating [10] , and multicycle driving laser pulses directly from an amplifier [11] . By using these techniques, isolated ultrashort extreme ultraviolet (XUV) pulses with pulse lengths of the order of 100 as have been generated in several laboratories worldwide, leading to a number of exciting new advancements in ultrafast science, such as real-time observation and coherent control of atomicscale electron and nuclear dynamics [12, 13] . On the other hand, several alternative methods have been suggested by using the two-or multicolor laser scheme [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] . In these methods, the common key techniques are a Ti:sapphire IR * lipc@nwnu.edu.cn † sichu@ku.edu laser pulse combined with an ultraviolet (UV) laser pulse, or a chirp pulse, or a midinfrared laser pulse.
It is known that the ponderomotive potential U p is proportional to I λ 2 , where I and λ are the intensity and wavelength of the driving laser field, respectively. This implies that the cutoff energy of HHG can be extended by increasing the intensity or wavelength of the driving laser. However, it is impossible to increase unlimitedly the intensity of the driving laser due to the saturation effect of the ionization of the electrons. So the way to increase the wavelength of the driving laser is another natural choice, but it was found that the harmonic yield scales as λ −5.5±0.5 [23] , which greatly reduces HHG conversion efficiency by the longer wavelengths [24] [25] [26] . Recently, Popmintchev et al. [27] showed experimentally that it is possible to extend true phase matching of the high harmonic generation process to significantly higher photon energies using midinfrared wavelengths. There are several advantages to using the midinfrared laser driving field over the standard Ti:sapphire laser. First, it allows us to extend more easily the cutoff of HHG, to produce broadband supercontinuum harmonic spectra, and to obtain an ultrashort isolated attosecond pulse. Second, the midinfrared laser pulse allows passive schemes of stabilization of the carrier-envelope phase (CEP) [28] , which is very important to attosecond science applications. More recently, Popmintchev et al. [29] demonstrated experimentally that helium (He) is generally the best atomic medium for harmonic generation due to the absence of inner-shell absorption [30] , the HHG cutoff can be extended up to 5000 harmonic orders, and the bright phase-matched supercontinuum harmonic spectra can evolve into the soft-x-ray regime.
In this paper, we will focus on an ab initio study of the generation of an isolated and ultrashort attosecond laser pulse of He atoms by means of two-color mid-IR laser fields. The HHG power spectra and the attosecond-pulse generation can be investigated accurately and efficiently by solving the timedependent Schrödinger equation (TDSE) in space and time by means of the time-dependent generalized pseudospectral method (TDGPS) [31] . The result shows that a sub-20-as pulse can be produced directly by the superposition of an ultrabroadband supercontinuum generated from optimizing two-color mid-IR laser pulses. The pulse generated is shorter than 1 atomic unit of time (24 as).
II. THEORETICAL METHOD
HHG is produced by the interaction of an intense laser field with a single atom, which can be calculated by solving the following TDSE (in atomic units):
Here,V (r,t) is the time-dependent atom-field interaction, which has the following form:
andĤ 0 represents the unperturbed atom Hamiltonian, which can be written aŝ
where V l is the model potential for He, and Y 0 l is a spherical harmonic. To obtain an accurate calculation of the harmonic spectra of He, an angular-momentum-dependent model potential is constructed in the following form:
where α is the He + core dipole polarizability [32, 33] , W 6 is a core cutoff function given by
and r c is an effective He + core radius. The values of the parameters determined are listed in Table I . In the present work, we find that it is sufficient to use five different angularmomentum-dependent model potentials, and the ground-state energy predicted is −0.903 69 a.u., in good agreement with the experimentally measured values −0.903 56 a.u. [34] , and all excited-state energies predicted are satisfactory.
The TDSE is solved accurately and efficiently by means of the TDGPS. The numerical scheme of the TDGPS method consists of two essential steps: (i) The spatial coordinates are optimally discretized in a nonuniform fashion by means of the GPS technique: denser grids near the nuclear origin and (ii) A second-order splitoperator technique in the energy representation, which allows the explicit elimination of undesirable fast-oscillating highenergy components, is used for the efficient and accurate time propagation of the wave function:
Once the time-dependent wave function ψ(r,t) is available, we can calculate the expectation value of the induced dipole moment in the length and acceleration forms, respectively,
The HHG power spectra in the length and acceleration forms can be obtained by Fourier transformation of the timedependent dipole moments d L (t) and d A (t), respectively,
By superposing several harmonics, the attosecond pulse can be calculated as follows:
where a q = d(t)e −iqωt dt. To study the detailed spectral and temporal structures of HHG, we perform time-frequency analysis by means of the wavelet transform,
For harmonic emission, a natural choice of the mother wavelet is given by the Morlet wavelet:
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION Figure 1 present the length-form and acceleration-form power spectra of He atoms described by the angularmomentum-dependent model potential. The length-form and acceleration-form power spectra should be the same if the wave function is fully converged. There is an excellent agreement of the HHG spectrum in the length and acceleration forms from the lowest harmonics up to the cutoff, and the HHG power spectra show fine structures of the lower harmonics due to the contribution of bound-bound transition.
Next, we use this model potential of He atoms to study single ultrashort attosecond generation in two-color midinfrared laser fields. In our calculation, the two-color midinfrared laser field is expressed as
where E 1 and E 2 are the electric-field amplitudes, e z is the unit vector of the laser polarization direction, f 1 (t) and f 2 (t − t d ) are the Gaussian envelope, ω 1 and ω 2 are the frequencies, t d is the time delay between both midinfrared laser pulses, and φ 1 and φ 2 are the carrier-envelope phase (CEP), which is set as zero. Figure 2 (a) presents the combined laser fields of the midinfrared 2200 and 1050 nm with the optimized time delay, and the one-color midinfrared 2200 nm laser pulse alone. Here, ω 1 = 0.0207 (2200 nm) with peak intensity I 1 = 3.5 × 10 14 W/cm 2 , ω 2 = 0.0434 a.u. (1050 nm) with peak intensity I 2 = 1.4 × 10 14 W/cm 2 , the time delay t d = 0.55T 2 (T 2 = 2π/ω 2 ), and the durations of the Gaussian pulses are 8 and 5 fs, respectively. The electrons are ionized from the major local ionization peak marked by A and A , and they return to emit HHG radiation at the major local emission peak marked by B and B in two-color and one-color midinfrared laser fields, respectively. In this calculation, we have used N = 2000-2400 radial grid points and hundreds of partial waves, typically N = 2000 and L = 200, respectively. In Fig. 2(b) , we present the acceleration-form power spectra P A (ω) calculated by using the partial wave L = 200 (N = 2000) and L = 220 (N = 2400). The agreement is good from the lower harmonics to the plateau and near-cutoff region, indicating that the time-dependent wave function is converged. On the other hand, it is seen that the plateau of HHG driven by the two-color midinfrared laser field is efficiently extended, and the cutoff is located at the 1000th order. For reference, we have presented the HHG spectra for a one-color midinfrared laser alone, and the cutoff is located at the 800th order. Furthermore, there is a two-plateau structure for two-color and one-color midinfrared laser fields cases.
To explain the extension of the plateau of the HHG, we analyze the dependence of the returning kinetic energy (units of harmonic order ω 1 ) on the travel time of the electrons driven by one-color and the optimizing two-color midinfrared laser fields. The laser parameters used are the same as Fig. 2(a) , namely, the electrons are ionized from the major local ionization peak marked by A and A , and they return to emit HHG radiation at the major local emission peak marked by B and B . According to the three-step model, the motion of the electron after tunneling ionization can be described by classical mechanics. We can obtain the dependence of the returning kinetic energy on the travel time of electrons as shown in Fig. 2(c) . It is seen that the travel time with the maximum return energy is 1.0 optical cycle for the one-color 2200 nm laser pulse case, and the corresponding maximum return energy is located at the 800th order. For the optimizing two-color midinfrared laser pulse case, the travel time with maximum return energy is 0.7 optical cycles (2200 nm optical cycles), and the corresponding maximum return energy is located at the 1000th order, which is much higher than the one-color 2200 nm laser case, that is, the plateau of HHG is effectively extended by the optimizing two-color midinfrared laser pulse. The reason for this is that the intensity of the Fig. 2(a) . maximum peak B for the two-color midinfrared laser pulse is higher than the one-color 2200 nm case alone (peak B ). In addition, the shape of the optimized two-color midinfrared laser pulse allows the processes of the ionization, acceleration, and recombination to occur in 0.7 optical cycles. This implies that the electrons obtain much more kinetic energy from the optimizing two-color midinfrared laser fields in much shorter travel time than the one-color midinfrared laser case alone, and they emit HHG radiation in a relatively narrow time duration, which is advantageous to produce the ultrashort attosecond pulse.
To understand the underlying contributions of quantum trajectories in the generation of the HHG plateau and the attosecond pulse in detail, we perform the semiclassical threestep model [6] and quantum time-frequency analysis [35] for the two-color midinfrared laser field case. The laser parameters used are the same as in Fig. 2(a) . Figure 3(a) shows the semiclassical returning energy map [36] ; we see that the maximum energy of the first plateau is located at the 300th order and the maximum energy of the second plateau is located at the 1000th order, in agreement with the cutoff of harmonic spectra shown in Fig. 2(b) . Figure 3(b) shows the quantum time-frequency analysis of the harmonic spectra in two-color midinfrared laser fields. It is seen that there are two major emission events taking place, and the cutoffs of the two plateau structures are located at the 300th and 1000th order, respectively, in good agreement with the harmonic spectra shown in Fig. 2(b) . The cutoff of the HHG is also in good agreement with the semiclassical results shown in Fig. 3(a) . On the other hand, the contribution of the long trajectory is dominant in the range of the highest peak, and it has almost Fig. 2(a) . the same emission time. When only a single quantum path contributes to the HHG, the single attosecond pulse can be obtained directly by superposing several harmonics which have almost the same emission time.
In Fig. 4 (a) , we show an isolated 60-as pulse by superposing the harmonics from the 850th to the 980th order, and Fig. 4(b) shows an isolated ultrashort 18-as pulse with a bandwidth of 203 eV by superposing the harmonics from the 410th order to the 770th order. In fact, the HHG depends on both the single-atom response and macroscopic phase matching. According to our recent work [37] , the effects of macroscopic propagation on spectra of broadband supercontinuum harmonics are that the contribution of short-trajectory electron emission is increased after macroscopic propagation. However, the characteristics of the dominant long-trajectory electron emission in a single-atom response are not changed after macroscopic propagation, and a single-attosecond pulse can still be generated by spatial filtering.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
In conclusion, we constructed an accurate angularmomentum-dependent model potential of He atoms, and we presented an efficient scheme to produce a single ultrashort attosecond pulse from He atoms by using the optimizing twocolor midinfrared laser pulse. This scheme is demonstrated by solving accurately the TDSE using the TDGPS method. Our study demonstrated that the optimizing two-color midinfrared laser pulse allows electrons to gain more kinetic energy from the laser field, leading to the dramatic extension of the HHG plateau and the production of an ultrabroadband supercontinuum spectrum. As a result, an isolated ultrashort 18-as pulse can be generated. This attosecond pulse is regular and smooth, and the duration is less than one atomic unit of time. We hope the method suggested here will stimulate experimental work on the generation of a shorter attosecond pulse in the future.
